
Shall

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I must tell you, or I ____________.1. (die)shall die

No, Sara, she _________________ the happiness of seeing you.2.
(not/have)

shall not have

_______________________ with her?3. (I/slay/or/play/?)Shall I slay or play

He ____________ that, even in thought.4. (not/do)shan't do

_______________ you what it is, my good woman?5. (I/tell/?)Shall I tell

But I __________________ the place, for it now begins to be amusing
here.
6.

(not/leave)
shall not leave

__________________________________ you?7.
(to which real town/I/take/?)

To which real town shall I take

You will be happy, and I ___________ free.8. (be)shall be

They _________________ unnecessary fault with Violet.9. (not/find)shall not find

As for the gingerbread, I ____________________ a description.10.
(not/attempt)

shall not attempt

You _____________ all the money you want.11. (have)shall have

No one _________________ you without your permission.12. (approach)shall approach

Well, you _____________ it, then.13. (have)shall have

Go, you take my heart with you, or more of it than I desire; I
__________________ at night for thinking of your misery.
14.

(not/sleep)shall not sleep

Therefore those women _______________ forth to pass for harmless
members of society, and see the life and honor of others lie bare to their
secret attack.

15.

(not/go)

shall not go
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So we _________________ this foolish trifle a matter of discipline, but
only of proprieties.
16.

(not/make)
shall not make

I ___________________ the male bird, how bright he looked, how sharp
the contrast as he trailed his painted plumage there on the dry leaves.
17.

(not/forget)

shall not forget

Perhaps we _____________ in a few years.18. (meet)shall meet

_______________ again with your doll?19. (we/try/?)Shall we try

They ________________ you have been disgraced on account of the
child-no, not even if I must pledge a bit of my flesh!
20.

(not/say)
shall not say
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